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Supercharging Efficiency and Reliability: SPI's remote 

monitoring technology empowers businesses with real-time 

data insights, propelling operations to new heights of efficiency 

and reliability. A staggering 90% reduction in response time, 

compared to traditional methods, ensures lightning-fast 

decision-making, revolutionizing the industry's landscape [1].
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Thought Leadership: SPI is an industry leader with 
a strong reputation built upon our work ethic and 
dedication

Human Sustainability and Thriving: Our 
technology enables affordable access to water 
and energy

Family Oriented Workplace: Employees are not 
just colleagues but are treated with respect

SPI’s Core Values

SPI has been selected by four 
national companies as “Remote 
Automation Partners of Choice” 
in the Industrial Water, Water 
Utilities, and Energy Markets. 
This is driven by SPI’s three core 
values, the first of which is 
explored in this issue: “Remote 
Automation Partnerships: A 
Reputation Built on SPI’s Work 
Ethic and Customer Dedication”.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/secure-process-intelligence


Proactive Problem-Solving in Overdrive: SPI's unwavering dedication to customer 

satisfaction fuels a proactive approach to problem-solving. By harnessing real-

time data insights, potential issues are identified and thwarted before they 

materialize, preserving operations with an astonishing 80% decrease in costly 

disruptions. System longevity reaches unparalleled heights, as preventive 

maintenance takes center stage [2].

Unleashing Savings, Unmatched Success: SPI's remote monitoring technology 

acts as a catalyst for seismic energy and cost savings. A remarkable 20% reduction 

in energy consumption is unleashed through streamlined operations, while 

significant cost savings of up to 30% are achieved through enhanced efficiency 

and optimized equipment performance [3].

SPI's automation partnerships redefine possibilities, powered by an unwavering 

work ethic and customer dedication. With remote monitoring technology at the 

helm, SPI supercharges efficiency, empowers proactive problem-solving, and 

unleashes unrivaled savings. Please visit some of our case studies here: https://sp-

i4.com/industrial-water/ , https://sp-i4.com/municipal-water/ , https://sp-

i4.com/other-industries/  
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Fast Facts: Impacts of Remote Automation:
90%: Reduction in Response Time

20%: Energy Savings

30%: Cost Savings
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